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What household hasn't benefited from the comforting, hypnotic scent of candles? Since ancient
Greece, candles have been a mainstay in homes, businesses, and public squares – and it
wasn't just light that they provided. The best celebrations, the most memorable dates, and the
most profound conversations all occur by candlelight.

Wick and Wicked offers the best in scented aromatherapy, perfect for those intimate evenings at
home alone or a relaxing gathering of dear friends. Our website houses every scent you can
find in any candle shop. Canada has a long tradition of fine, powerful candles, from the days of
Natives first settling. We hope to carry on the tradition with the latest in aromatherapy.

At Wick and Wicked candles, we pride ourselves on candles of the highest quality for any
occasion. Scented or unscented, they're sure to set the perfect romantic mood on those intimate
nights. There's no event or celebration that isn't suited for candlelight. There's a reason more
than 75 percent of candles of sold during the holidays, with the rest purchased for special "thank
you"s and parties. Candles are the ultimate gesture of goodwill, and giving someone an
aromatherapy candle says you care for their wellbeing and only wish them relaxation and
peace.

Wick and Wicked knows the value of repeat business, which is why we only work with the finest
waxes available to produce the highest quality candles available. So shop Wick and Wicked
today, and be sure to visit our blog for the latest in candle news, our best recommendations, and
further information about the technology behind one of the longest traditions in human history.

Shop

There's no shortage of reasons to shop for candles. Wick and Wicked is proud to offer a fine
selection of the best in gel, aromatherapy, and soy-wax candles. They’re perfect for gifts,
romantic evenings, and quiet nights alone. But the key to any candle is quality, which is
something we pride ourselves on. Wick and Wicked candles are made to last, for the interior
decorator in everyone. Just one can change the entire mood of a room.

We know the world is stressful these days, and with no sign of let-up, everyone needs a little
relaxation. Our aromatherapy candles set to work right away, soothing your nostrils right down
to your very soul. Find an escape in our natural soy wax candles.



What home isn't complemented with a pleasant fragrance? Your friends and neighbors will enter
through your front door, only to be greeted with a delightfully comforting scent. Whatever your
aesthetic, at Wick and Wicked, you're sure to find the candle that accompanies your overall
tone.

No holiday is complete without the pleasing scents of the season. Autumn, Spring, and Winter –
enhance your seasonal motivation and get in the right in the spirit with the perfect, subtle
lighting.

Did you know that your olfactory senses are most directly linked to your memory? That's why so
many people purchase candles with fragrances that remind them of their favorite travels, as
unique scents from all over the world can help you reminisce about your glory days.

Candles have been gifted since the early days of civilization, and giving your dear one a special
one – selected with tenderness – is a time-honored signature of love and attention.

So shop Wick and Wicked candles today, and find the perfect gift for yourself or your loved
ones. We pride ourselves on fast delivery, excellent customer service, and complete
satisfaction.


